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Travelport+: The nextgeneration platform for the new
era of travel
Travelport+ is an extensive, next-generation platform that creates a simpli ed,
capability-rich, marketplace for travel retailing.
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Collinson expands testing capabilities
across three locations in the UK

Travelport has today launched its next generation platform, Travelport+. It is

GDS / 2 days ago

the centerpiece of Travelport’s new global strategy and is designed to

Singapore Airlines to use Sabre’s crew
management solution

accelerate industry innovation in multi-source content distribution.
Travelport+ is an extensive, next-generation platform that creates a
simpli ed, capability-rich, marketplace for travel retailing. “It’s a
monumental moment in our history and in the development of our industry,”
said Greg Webb, Chief Executive O

cer at Travelport. “Travel hasn’t kept up

with the evolution of modern digital retail and today, the buying and selling
of travel is more complex than it needs to be. As Travelport is the only
dedicated, global, travel distribution platform, we have made a multi-year
investment to accelerate industry innovation in travel retailing. Bringing
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Sabre introduces new
airline storefront for
travel retailers
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Sabre advances NDC
capabilities with
expanded PoS and
additional airline
content

together the best of Travelport’s existing capabilities and tools and driving

View More

innovation to deliver the unmet needs of our industry, Travelport+ truly
changes the game in the speed of delivery of modern travel retail and o ers a
fundamental upgrade to travel technology,” added Webb.
Travelport+ will bring together the most compelling range of air (ATPCO, LCC
and NDC), car, hotel, and rail content. It will achieve this by simplifying how
Travelport connects and delivers travel-relevant content, regardless of the

EDITOR'S PICK
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J&K's new Film Tourism
Policy will be unveiled
in a week: Lt Governor

source, the seller, and how it’s consumed. It will also o er the tools to control
new content in a way that optimizes revenue and provides a new approach to

3 hrs ago

pro le management where all components of a traveler’s journey are able to

CII CEOs’ poll:
Implement strict health
norms rather than
impose partial
lockdowns

be retrieved, modi ed, and combined in any manner possible, regardless of
source.
Travelport+ will include an ever-broadening array of new tools with
merchandising (including cross-sell and up-sell) capabilities designed to
improve the traveler experience, while maximizing revenue and customer
loyalty for travel retailers and suppliers. Merchandising capabilities will build

4 hrs ago

Gujarat-based Akshar
Travels launches
unique Covid ‘isolation
package’

on our existing con gurable storefront for travel retailers that delivers
personalized and dynamic o ers to provide travelers with the best possible
choice.
“We’re here to power the change makers,” added Webb, continuing, “we’re

4 hrs ago

Covid-19 strikes huge
dent on tourism’s
contribution to
European economies

championing simpli cation and supporting our agencies to be modern digital
retailers. At Travelport, we’ve doubled down on what we do best; great
content, better retailing and providing the best value to all parts of the travel
industry. Nothing else, no con icts or competing interests, simply powering
the next generation of travel.”
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Travelport+: The nextgeneration platform
for the new era of travel



Sandeep Dwivedi, Chief Operating O

TRAVELTUBE

cer at InterGlobe Technology Quotient,

said, “Innovating and keeping abreast with modern technologies is

The Role of Tourism Boards post-Covid

paramount to success in today’s times. By simplifying travel retailing with
Travelport+ and backing it with latest technologies, Travelport is ensuring
greater advancements for our industry stakeholders, right from OTAs to small
and medium agencies, irrespective of their scale of operations. This will
certainly change the face of travel retail and take it closer to being an
advanced industry.”
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